
Epistemicity and communicative strategies

Abstract

When communicating, interlocutors negotiate knowledge by proposing propositional content

to be added to their shared common ground. The way in which speakers put forward propos-

itional content – expressing more or less confidence in its truthfulness – may affect the way

in which other interlocutors react to such content. This paper examines speakers’ production

choices and hearers’ interpretations of the formulations believe/know/bare assertion to test how

(maximal) certainty is expressed and inferred, whether speakers adjust their production choices

depending on their communicative goals and whether hearers are able to adjust their interpret-

ations correspondingly. For this purpose, we created two scenarios – one with a cooperative

interlocutor and one with a potentially uncooperative interlocutor. The results suggest that

know is epistemically the most powerful formulation – stronger than the bare assertion – but

that the bare assertion may still be preferred over know for expressing maximal certainty in co-

operative scenarios. Our findings also suggest that believe is used to hedge the assertive strength

of statements in cooperative settings. Whereas speakers and hearers agree in the relative epi-

stemic ordering of the formulations (believe<bare assertion<know), when inferring the speakers’

degrees of belief hearers to not appear to consistently take into account that speakers commu-

nicative goals’ may shift as a function of context.

Keywords: factive presuppositions, common ground, degrees of belief, communicative strategies,

assertion, epistemic contextualism, knowledge norm of assertion



1 Introduction

When communicating propositional content, interlocutors negotiate knowledge and work towards

expanding their shared common ground, the sum of the information that is assumed to be true

by the interlocutors of a conversation (Stalnaker, 1974). When speakers convey content, they

merely propose propositional content to be added to the common ground and whether that content

is actually accepted is decided in the subsequent discourse. The way content is negotiated may

be affected by the way speakers propose that content. Considering (1), a speaker uttering believe

(1a) might only have plausible reason for thinking that the door was locked, whereas know (1b) or

the bare assertion (1c) seem to convey some degree of certainty about the matter.

(1) a. I believe that the door is locked.

b. I know that the door is locked.

c. The door is locked.

One may assume that a speaker who is highly certain of a proposition being true and wants to max-

imise the chances of it being added to the common ground would choose a formulation expressing

high levels of certainty such as know or the bare assertion. However, it has been widely disputed

what kind of epistemic state – knowledge or (weak) belief – induces speakers to assert content via

the bare assertion and, in turn, what epistemic state is conveyed by such a formulation to hearers.

Likewise, it is yet to be determined under which circumstances speakers would choose to produce

maximal certainty, since expressing maximal certainty may not always aid speakers’ communicative

goals.

This paper examines speakers’ production choices and hearers’ interpretations of the formulations

believe/know/bare assertion. We test (i) how (maximal) certainty is expressed and inferred; and

(ii) whether speakers adjust their production choices depending on their communicative goals; and

if so whether hearers are able to adjust their interpretations correspondingly. For this purpose, we

created two contrasting scenarios – one with a cooperative interlocutor and one with a potentially

uncooperative interlocutor. These scenarios were used in two experiments that measured production

and comprehension respectively. Below we review arguments for the relative epistemic certainty

associated with believe, know, and the bare assertion. We then present two experiments that test (i)

and (ii) for the communication of different levels of certainty across cooperative versus uncooperative

contexts. The results suggest that know is epistemically the most powerful formulation – stronger

than the bare assertion which implies that the norm of assertion is one of weak belief – but that

the bare assertion may still be preferred over know for expressing maximal certainty in cooperative

scenarios.
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2 Epistemic states and the common ground

2.1 The Knowledge or Belief Norm of Assertion

Assuming a Stalnakerian view about the communication of content, speakers are taken to propose

a proposition to be added to the common ground, where the common ground is the set of proposi-

tions that are presupposed – i.e. mutually taken for granted – in the conversation (Stalnaker, 1974).

Content may be proposed in different ways, with one locus of variation being at the epistemic level:

speakers may express varying degrees of belief about a proposition being true and thereby signal

the extent to which propositional content should be negotiated further. Expressing their degrees of

belief may be crucial in cooperative communication during which interlocutors jointly work towards

expanding their common ground. Here, interlocutors wish to avoid accepting potentially false or

controversial propositional content into the common ground. Thus, a speaker who is uncertain

about a proposition being true may communicate their uncertainty, e.g. via the usage of believe,

and thereby allow that the proposed content can be discussed further. In contrast, by expressing

high certainty a speaker may signal that further negotiation is not necessary.

Intuitively, high confidence can be expressed by producing know or the bare assertion. However, in

linguistics and philosophy it has been disputed what epistemic state – knowledge or (weak) belief

– speakers require in order to use a bare assertion (and what epistemic state hearers attribute to

speakers as a result of their using the bare assertion). Hence, it is an open question whether the

bare assertion can be understood to pattern more with believe or know, both formulations that

speakers can produce to explicitly express their epistemic state. Williamson (2000) claims that

only knowledge warrants assertion, and hence, one can truthfully assert p only if one knows p.

This view, termed the Knowledge Norm of Assertion, can capture Moore’s (1942) paradox and the

observation that ‘p but I don’t know that p’ is incoherent, as well as Unger (1975)’s observation that

“How do you know?”, which presupposes that the speaker knows p, is a felicitous response to an

assertion of p. The Knowledge Norm of Assertion, following Williamson (2000), can be understood

as the prerequisite to truthfully assert p and does not explicitly distinguish the prerequisites of p

and know that p (to our knowledge). One could conclude that this account extends to know, if one

assumes that the bare assertion and know are logically equivalent: if one is able to assert p, since

one knows p one should similarly be able to utter know that p. In that case, the bare assertion and

know would be predicted to pattern together in the way speakers select such formulations based on

their degree of certainty about p.

One objection to the Knowledge Norm of Assertion is that it implies that speakers have to go to

great lengths to make sure that their proposition is correct before asserting it. Taking knowledge
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to be a prerequisite for assertion arguably imposes a condition that is stronger than the one Grice

(1975) put forth when formulating the Maxim of Quality. The Maxim of Quality enjoins a speaker

not to say what they believe to be false or for which they lack adequate evidence. If adequate

evidence would mean being in the position to know that p, utterances about the future, e.g., ‘the

sun will come up tomorrow’, would be rendered infelicitous. This argument can be extended to the

more general observation that people seem to make ‘weak’ assertions quite regularly without them

being rendered infelicitous. As an example consider (2), taken from Mandelkern and Dorst (2022,

p. 5):

(2) a. Mark: What will John bring for dinner?

b. Liam: He’ll bring Indian. That’s his favourite, after all.

For this example, Mandelkern and Dorst (2022) argue that assuming Liam is 55% confident that

John will bring Indian, 25% confident of Chinese, 15% confident of Thai, and 5% confident of

Italian, Liam’s utterance seems felicitous despite him being not maximally certain that John will

bring Indian.

Correspondingly, some philosophers who do not endorse the Knowledge Norm of Assertion suggest

that the prerequisite for asserting a proposition is the same as for strongly believing it. For example,

Lackey (2007) argues that asserting p requires the speaker to strongly believe that p, i.e. the speaker

requires enough epistemic support to be able to justify their belief. Either way, these arguments

suggest that the bare assertion represents a formulation to be reserved for the highest levels of

certainty.

2.2 Belief and assertion are weak

Both accounts discussed so far hold that the epistemic state for a speaker to truthfully assert pro-

positional content is either knowledge or some sort of strong belief, and hence the production of the

bare assertion should be similar to the production of either know or believe (in the case of believe

being used for strong belief). However, neither account explains the availability of three distinct

formulations, nor the intuition of naive speakers that there are differences between their communic-

ative effects, specifically in that speakers producing I believe that p are taken to be putting forward

the proposition p more tentatively than they are when producing p or I know that p. Similarly, if p

and know that p were equivalent in that they both convey that the speaker knows that p, this would

make the option know that p redundant.

More recently, Hawthorne, Rothschild and Spectre (2016) contest the idea that the evidential war-

rant required for asserting a proposition is the same as the warrant for believing it. Hawthorne et
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al. claim that belief is weak – as opposed to the concept of full belief/maximal certainty – which

means that thinking that a proposition is likely may entitle a speaker merely to utter I believe that

p but not to assert p. Thus, the authors claim that the standards for the bare assertion are strictly

higher than for believing p. While Hawthorne et al. capture the intuition that believe conveys lower

degrees of belief than the bare assertion, the authors maintain the claim that producing the bare

assertion requires an epistemic state such as knowledge or maximal certainty. Such a claim runs

into similar problems to those outlined above for Williamson (2000)’s account, as a knowledge norm

seems too strong for the bare assertion.

In contrast, Mandelkern and Dorst (2022) argue that not only believe but also the bare assertion

requires weak belief. In this way, they can capture the intuition of interlocutors that speakers

very rarely know (in any philosophically defensible sense) that p is true when asserting p. Thus,

whereas asserting p does convey at least a weak sense of belief in p, assertion does not require the

standard of full and complete knowledge. On this account, the authors argue that the standards of

assertion vary with context. For example, the production of future-directed statements such as ‘it

will rain tomorrow’ is felicitous despite the fact that the speaker may be uncertain about it raining

tomorrow, since uncertainty about future-directed statements is already common ground, and thus

the epistemic standard for assertion is low in such contexts. Mandelkern and Dorst can similarly

capture past-directed statements which are preceded by ‘I don’t know that p’ claims, see (3). Since

it is common ground that Speaker1 is uncertain about when the war started, it is felicitous to assert

(3c).

(3) a. Speaker1: I don’t know. I know it was in the 1700s, but I don’t know more than that.

b. Speaker2: Okay, just have a guess.

c. Speaker1: Ok, hm. The war started in 1760.

Mandelkern and Dorst’s account suggests that whereas the ordinary usage of believe p conveys a

weak attitude towards p and may be produced by speakers with relatively low degrees of belief

about p being true, the bare assertion may capture broader levels of attitudes such that a speaker

asserting p may do so with relatively low as well as high degrees of belief. In contrast, know

expresses knowledge of p or maximal certainty. They furthermore make the case that context plays

a role such that if uncertainty is already common ground, speakers are not obliged to make their

uncertainty explicit by using formulations such as believe.

2.3 The hedging device believe: believe < bare assertion?

A further argument for believe being associated with weak belief/lower degrees of belief than the

bare assertion comes from politeness theory. This perspective is crucial, especially in cooperative
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communication where interlocutors are expected to adhere to politeness constraints. More spe-

cifically, the discourse effects of believe, along with other uncertainty expressions such as probably

and might, have been contrasted in the literature with the bare assertion. Whereas a speaker who

asserts p proposes to add p to the common ground, uncertainty expressions can be used as down-

toners (Holmes, 1982) or hedges (Lakoff, 1973; Fraser, 1975; Brown & Levinson, 1978) to weaken

the assertive strength of p, yielding discourse effects such as politeness.1 For example, instead of

straight out asserting a proposition as in (4a), a speaker might want to gently introduce the subject

that the cook did not season their soup well enough and thereby hedge the assertive strength (4b)

to come across as more polite. Crucially, for believe to be used as a hedging device, one has to

assume that believe is associated with weaker epistemic states than the bare assertion.

(4) a. Your soup needs more salt.

b. I believe your soup needs more salt./Your soup might need more salt.

Politeness is often analysed through the lens of facework, i.e., through interlocutors’ aims of man-

aging their positive and negative face (Brown & Levinson, 1987). Whereas positive face reflects the

interlocutors’ maintenance of a positive self-image, negative face reflects the interlocutors’ freedom

to act on their own terms. Face-threatening actions can damage the face of either the speaker

or hearer. For example, in a scenario where two colleagues are discussing a deadline, as in (5),

Colleague2 may be threatening Colleague1’s positive face by disagreeing with their statement. Sim-

ilarly, this situation could be potentially face threatening for Colleague2 because they could come

across as uncompassionate. A strategy to lessen the severity of the threat would be the use of

an uncertainty expression such as ‘believe’ (5b) – i.e., hedging – instead of asserting the criticism

directly (5a).

(5) Colleague1: I was so relieved when I realised that the deadline is tomorrow.

a. Colleague2: The deadline was yesterday.

b. Colleague2: I believe that the deadline was yesterday.

Empirical research suggests that speakers indeed consider motives such as politeness when commu-

nicating their degrees of belief. For example, Juanchich and Sirota (2015) investigated the com-

munication of more or less face-threatening news to a friend. When participants were tasked with

conveying news about unfortunate events (e.g., a friend’s bad investment) which were characterised

1As was raised by an anonymous reviewer, hedging may not necessarily be employed by speakers to be polite
but instead to be defensive and to avoid being held responsible for possible false information. For example, work by
Ochs (1976) suggests that speakers hedge their statements to avoid accountability and unpleasant social consequences
that may result from their communicative contribution. In that sense, speakers would hedge their statements out
of relatively selfish rather than cooperative reasons. Thus, future research is necessary to tease apart hedging as
cooperative versus self-centred communicative tool.
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as being 50% likely to occur participants hedged their utterances, understating their confidence by

using expressions such as ‘a very small probability’, ‘a small probability’, or ‘slightly probable’.

From the hearers’ perspective, Bonnefon and Villejoubert (2006)’s findings have shown that parti-

cipants tend to judge severe negative outcomes to be more likely than the speaker conveys. Taken

together, these studies suggest that speakers downplay the probability of severe adverse events

but that hearers are aware of this and compensate accordingly in their interpretation. In general,

speakers who use hedging strategies are perceived as less authoritative and confident than those

who do not (Hosman, 1989; Crismore & Kopple, 1997) but at the same time, such speakers are also

perceived as warmer.

This section suggests that, applied to the three formulations under investigation, speakers tend to

do more than consider their own epistemic state when choosing between the production of the bare

assertion versus believe. Accounts which consider that speakers may hedge their statements would

predict that while speakers use believe for overall lower degrees of belief than the bare assertion, they

may similarly use believe for relatively low degrees of belief but sometimes even for relatively high

degrees of belief due to politeness considerations. Hedging may be helpful in cooperative situations

in which interlocutors have different opinions but want to reach a shared common ground: speakers

who engage in polite behaviour via hedging may signal their willingness to discuss their conveyed

content further as well as their consideration for the beliefs of the other interlocutors.

2.4 The presupposition trigger know : bare assertion < know?

A further argument for know being associated with higher degrees of belief than the bare assertion

comes from work on common ground and discourse updating, in which know is widely argued to

trigger a factive presupposition. In (6–7), the speaker presupposes that the deadline is tomorrow.

This content can be identified as a presupposition of (6) and (7) on the basis of its ability to project

from under the scope of operators such as negation: despite (7) being negated, in both examples, the

same content (that the deadline is tomorrow) is presupposed. Thus, the presupposition is argued

to project from under the scope of negation.

(6) She knows that the deadline is tomorrow.

(7) She doesn’t know that the deadline is tomorrow.

Characteristically, presuppositions are already shared knowledge (van der Sandt, 1992) and in the

common ground of the involved interlocutors (Stalnaker, 1974). However, presuppositions can be

used to introduce new information. Following Lewis (1979) and von Fintel (2008), hearers who lack
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the shared knowledge may accommodate the presupposition: speakers act as though the presuppos-

ition is already part of the common ground, and hearers respond by adjusting their world-view to

incorporate that presupposition. Crucially, accommodation is based on the assumption that hearers

prefer to accept the presupposition rather than challenge it. This generally holds for cooperative

communication in which presupposed content is sincerely taken by the speaker to be uncontroversial.

The factivity of propositional content when introduced via know that p may contribute to know

being associated with a higher level of certainty than the bare assertion and make know a more

powerful discourse move. Accounts assuming that know is associated with higher epistemic strength

would predict that speakers use know for higher degrees of belief than the bare assertion and hearers

infer know to convey higher degrees of belief than the bare assertion. However, as was briefly men-

tioned, presupposing new content that is potentially controversial and treating it as already being

part of the common ground could be seen as an uncooperative discourse move (Schwarz, 2019). For

this reason, it’s possible that speakers only use know as a preferred alternative to the bare assertion

when communicating controversial content that they’d prefer to remain uncontested in an unco-

operative communicative context. For the purpose of this paper, we will focus on the claim that

presupposing controversial content may be considered uncooperative and leave it to future research

to investigate whether speakers can use know strategically to sneak content into a conversation.

Much work in pragmatic theory assumes that speakers are usually cooperative, and this assump-

tion helps explain the emergence of additional contextually-determined meanings. The question

naturally arises of how pragmatic reasoning is supposed to work in an ‘uncooperative’ context.2

At the level of assertion, it is clear that interlocutors can understand people perfectly well without

making any assumptions about their accuracy or trustworthiness as interlocutors – that is to say,

interlocutors can recognise or fail to recognise an assertion as a falsehood while still being able to

understand the propositional content of the assertion. Crucially, even at the level of pragmatic

phenomena, it is possible to deceive someone by implicature, as discussed by Meibauer (2014).

On the empirical side, Franke, Dulcinati and Pouscoulous (2020) found that speakers expect their

hearers to infer implicatures even in contexts where it is known that the speakers are perceived

as uncooperative. Uncooperative behaviour in the form of violating the maxims of Relevance and

Informativeness has however been found to come with social costs (Beltrama & Papafragou, 2023).

In effect, speakers can be superficially cooperative, even to the extent of their utterances giving rise

to implicatures, while being uncooperative at a deeper level, in the sense that they are deceptive,

attempting to give their hearers an inaccurate picture of reality. We take it that the scenario we

study involves uncooperativity only at this deeper level.

2We thank an anonymous reviewer for raising this point.
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3 The present study

This study aims to investigate speakers’ and hearers’ epistemic considerations for the use of believe

p/know p/p (the bare assertion) when two different communicative goals are at play. Experiment 1

is a production experiment where participants chose between believe p/know p/p in two contrasting

scenarios, i.e. a cooperative versus an uncooperative scenario. Participants also estimated their

confidence in p based on available evidence. Experiment 2 is a comprehension experiment invest-

igating the epistemic states that hearers attribute to speakers when interpreting believe p/know

p/p. We test whether hearers infer speakers’ epistemic states for the use of believe p/know p/p in

accordance with our production results, and whether hearers are sensitive to any scenario-driven

adjustments by speakers.

To investigate the epistemic states associated with believe, know and the bare assertion we will

consider two scenarios with different communicative goals. In one, which we consider cooperative,

the speaker wishes to discuss their knowledge state with their interlocutor, adhering to politeness

constraints, to reach a jointly-shared communicative goal. In the other, which we consider uncooper-

ative, the speaker does not intend to give their interlocutor full information about their knowledge

state and does not need to adhere to politeness constraints. In this way we will be able to establish

whether a relative epistemic ranking of the three formulations holds across different communicative

scenarios. In order to create a coherent cover story where it is plausible for a speaker to engage in

cooperative and uncooperative communication we used a detective cover story from previous exper-

iments (Lorson, Cummins & Rohde, 2021) with two different scenarios: a briefing with a colleague

(cooperative scenario) and an interrogation of a suspect (uncooperative scenario).3

We understand a briefing with a colleague to be a semi-standard scenario where interlocutors jointly

work towards a communicative goal.4 We understand an interrogation to be uncooperative, since

an interrogator cannot assume that the suspect (who is potentially guilty) works towards the same

communicative goal, i.e. finding the truth about what happened in the criminal case. The suspect

most likely does not want to disclose all information they have in order to avoid being compromised

in any way. Thus, both interrogator and suspect are engaging in a reasoning process about what

the other knows and both may be using interrogation strategies and counter-interrogation strategies

such as bluffing by overstating their certainty in order to reach/hide the truth (Granhag & Hartwig,

3An anonymous reviewer pointed out that our ‘uncooperative’ scenario may well be described as an ‘adversarial’
scenario, since interlocutors may fail to be cooperative even in contexts with shared communicative goals. ‘Adversarial’
therefore emphasises the nature of the contexts in which speakers deceive or lie.

4We describe the briefing as a semi-standard scenario to acknowledge that engaging with pieces of evidence may
be a deviation from a standard briefing scenario. We thank an anonymous reviewer for clarification.
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2008; Luke, 2021).

In the production experiment, based on Lorson et al. (2021), participants are shown evidence that

bears upon the likelihood of the proposition under discussion and then asked to choose between

utterance options with which to express their epistemic attitude towards that proposition. We

used pieces of evidence as a way of enabling participants to arrive at subjective estimates of event

probabilities. We assessed participants’ degrees of belief after the production task by asking them

to rate how likely they thought each event was to have taken place given a piece of evidence. In

the comprehension experiment, participants are asked to estimate how certain a speaker is given

what they have uttered, in the context of the earlier production task. The full set of data for both

experiments and the experimental materials and R scripts are available here: link for review.

3.1 Experiment 1: Production

The first experiment investigated the production of know, believe and the bare assertion in two

controlled, contrasting scenarios. The goal of this experiment was to examine speakers’ production

choices of the formulations believe/know/bare assertion to test how maximal certainty versus weak

belief is expressed and to test whether speakers adjust the way they introduce content depending

on the communicative setting.

The experiment consisted of two tasks. For the main task, participants were asked to play the role of

a detective in an investigation of an art heist where they brief a colleague and interrogate a suspect,

relying on pieces of evidence about the suspect’s whereabouts. In this way we elicited expressions

that correspond to degrees of belief. After the production task, participants then evaluated their

confidence in each piece of evidence retrospectively. We refer to this evaluation as the evidentiality

measure. Thus, participants choose formulations concerning propositions about which they have a

range of confidence levels (low to high) and they do so in two scenarios that differ in their assumed

cooperativity (briefing vs interrogation).

3.1.1 Participants

Participants (N=86) were recruited from the crowd-sourcing platform Prolific. We recruited only

those with an approval rate above 90. Participants were paid an average of £7.60/hour (the average
duration of the experiment was 25 minutes). The age of the participants ranged from 19 to 66 years,

with a mean of 35 years (median = 33, mode = 26). 63 participants stated their preferred pronoun

as she/her, 22 chose he/him, 0 chose they/them, and 1 person chose not to disclose this.
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3.1.2 Design and Materials

For the production task, each participant was exposed to both scenarios, briefing and interrogation.

The order of scenario was counterbalanced across participants. Each critical item was presented to

each participant once, either in the briefing or interrogation scenario, and paired either with evid-

ence that we considered to be weak in evidentiality or with evidence that we considered to be strong

in evidentiality. This yielded a 2×2 design (scenario × strength). However, for the analysis, we did

not rely on this categorisation of evidential strength, but instead on the participants’ evaluation

of the evidence in the evidentiality rating post-test (see below). To expose participants to both

scenarios, we introduced two suspects. In this way, participants interrogated suspect1 and briefed

a colleague about suspect2 or the other way round. This yielded 40 unique items: 10 briefing items

per suspect and 10 interrogation items per suspect, each accompanied by either weak or strong

evidence. Participants consequently saw 20 of these items – 10 briefing items and 10 interrogation

items, each scenario being about a different suspect. In each scenario block, 20 filler items were

used, of which 10 were control items which functioned as attention checks. Within each scenario

block, the order of the items was randomised.

The critical items consisted of a picture containing a question/answer pair and a picture of a piece

of evidence. The picture with the question/answer pair set the scene for the scenario manipulation:

either participants saw a picture of a briefing room facing a colleague, or they saw an interrogation

room where they would be confronted with a suspect; see Figures (1 and 2) and Appendix III for

full details.5

5To be clear, all participants saw the same colleague, but either suspect1 or suspect2. We did not find any
systematic differences in how participants reacted towards the two suspects.
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Figure 1: Sample experimental item for the production experiment: Briefing, strong evidence, with
colleague interlocutor, discussing suspect Emily Brown.
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Figure 2: Sample experimental item for the production experiment: Interrogation, weak evidence,
with interlocutor suspect Emily Brown.

The question in the heading of the picture was meant to be one already posed by the participant

to the addressee (either the colleague, Figure 1, or the suspect, 2). The answer to the question

was provided by either the colleague or suspect, depending on the scenario, in the form of a speech

bubble. The participants were asked to react to the colleague’s/suspect’s answer by selecting one of

the formulations I know that p, I believe that p and the p (the bare assertion), see (8) for a briefing

and (9) for an interrogation item. Alternatively, they were able to choose the option other and

formulate their own utterance. The order in which the expressions were displayed was randomised

for each trial.

(8) Briefing item (corresponding to Figure 1):

Detective (Participant): Did Emily Brown have any financial problems?

Colleague: Financially the suspect was doing alright.
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Detective (Participant):

a. I know that the suspect was in need of money.

b. I believe that the suspect was in need of money.

c. The suspect was in need of money.

(9) Interrogation item (corresponding to Figure 2):

Detective (Participant): Did you have any financial problems?

Suspect: Financially I was doing alright.

Detective (Participant):

a. I know that you were in need of money.

b. I believe that you were in need of money.

c. You were in need of money.

The response other was excluded from the analysis. We included other mainly to give participants

more freedom in their production choice and to create a more natural experience. The response

other made up 13.5% of the data.6

The manipulated pieces of evidence ranged from pictures to witness statements. As was mentioned

above, the evidence was roughly manipulated to be weak or strong but the analysis will rely on

the participants’ evaluation of the evidence in the analysis. For example, for the items (8) and

(9) a bank statement was provided as strong evidence (Figure 1) and a statement of a friend who

mentions potential financial difficulties as weak evidence (Figure 2); see Appendix III for full details.

The filler items were turns between the suspect/colleague and the participant that had nothing to

do with the case. For the 10 control items, the information was provided in the picture (Figure 3)

and the participant had to choose the correct answer (here 11am), see (10). The option other was

also available.

6We did not norm the exchanges for acceptability/naturalness. However, in cases where participants did not like
the response options they could always type in their own response by choosing the option other. That 13.5% of the
data were other responses suggests that participants were generally satisfied with the production options. When
participants chose other, in the briefing, they mainly chose to produce utterances containing alternative uncertainty
expressions other than believe such as Johanna Smith may have entered via the air ventilation ducts. or referred to
the evidence, e.g. Johanna was scheduled to meet Emily Brown on that day.. In the interrogation, participants tended
to refer back to evidence, e.g. We have an email showing she contacted an art dealer., The locksmith says it was a
high security institutional key. . . , and/or asked follow-up questions, e.g. But you bought a pass for the whole day, why
was that?.
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Figure 3: Control item/ attention check Briefing in the production experiment

(10) Detective (Participant): Oh look at the time. Is it already ?

[11am|noon|2pm]

After the main task, participants proceeded to the evidentiality rating post-test where they were

asked to evaluate the pieces of evidence they had seen in both scenarios: Given the piece of evidence

below, how certain are you that p?, where p is the complement proposition from earlier in the

experiment. In the above example, this would have been either the bank statement (strong evidence)

or the statement of a friend (weak evidence), depending on which piece of evidence they had seen

in the preceding scenario. Participants saw 20 pieces of evidence in total and each piece of evidence

dealt with a separate proposition. To communicate their certainty, participants adjusted a slider

from 0 (not at all certain) to 100 (very certain).

3.1.3 Procedure

First, participants were asked to give informed consent to take part in a fictional investigation of an

art heist in the role of a detective. We then informed them about the structure of the experiment

which was as follows: (1) production task, engaging in two discussions, (2) evidence rating, (3)

demographic questionnaire. After that we introduced participants to the task in the form of a story

about an art heist in Edinburgh involving two suspects. Since the lead detective on the case had gone

missing, the participants were asked to help out with solving the case. We introduced both scenarios

by stating that one of the suspects had been arrested and participants were then asked either to

prepare for the interrogation of the suspect with a colleague (briefing scenario) or to interrogate

the suspect right away (interrogation scenario). After the trials for the first scenario, participants

were then notified about a ‘breakthrough’ in the case, i.e. that a second suspect had been captured

which required another briefing or interrogation depending on which scenario the participant had

previously participated in. We instructed participants to converse with the colleague/suspect about
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different topics, including questions about the case, by choosing between production choices offered

to them. They were also told that for parts of the interaction they would need to look at the

evidence that had been collected. In the briefing scenario participants were asked to find the best

way to help their colleague, and in the interrogation scenario to find the best way to interrogate the

suspect. After having completed the production task participants were asked to rate the quality of

the pieces of evidence they had seen. More specifically, participants were asked how certain they

were that a specific event happened (e.g. the suspect being at a party) given a piece of evidence

(e.g. stills of video footage of the suspect being at the party). The evaluation task was followed by

the voluntary demographic questionnaire.

3.1.4 Predictions

Depending on whether the norm of assertion is knowledge (knowledge norm prediction) or

belief (belief norm prediction), the bare assertion should pattern with know or believe. More

specifically, averaged over scenarios, participants are predicted to either choose the bare assertion

similarly to know to express maximal certainty (i.e. high evidentiality ratings) or to choose the

bare assertion similarly to believe to express lower certainty (i.e., lower evidentiality ratings).

Another possibility is that weak belief is the norm of assertion but the standards of assertion are

context-dependent (context-sensitive prediction). In such a case, averaged over scenarios,

participants are predicted to choose the bare assertion for a wide range of evidentiality ratings,

depending on the context (the experimental item). This is because a participant may take a specific

context to be one in which uncertainty is already part of the common ground, and hence take the

standard of assertion to be weak belief, or one in which it is not, in which case they are predicted to

take the standard of assertion to be something like knowledge.7 Overall, if the context-sensitive

prediction applies, the bare assertion should be on average used for higher evidentiality ratings

than believe, and lower evidentiality ratings than know. In contrast, believe and know should be

used for a smaller range of relatively low and relatively high evidentiality measures, respectively.

If believe is epistemically weaker than the bare assertion, believe may be utilized by speakers as

a hedging device. Assuming that in a cooperative scenario interlocutors are working towards a

shared communicative goal which involves expanding their common ground, conforming to polite-

ness norms via hedging may aid the negotiation of content: speakers may hedge their statements

to signal their willingness to discuss their conveyed content further as well as their consideration

7Note that we did not design our experiment to directly test these context effects. We are only able to predict a
greater variability in the production of the bare assertion versus believe and know assuming that participants take
item-specific contextual uncertainty into consideration across our two scenarios.
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for the beliefs of the other interlocutors. Thus, in the cooperative scenario as opposed to the unco-

operative scenario, participants are predicted to use believe more frequently, and to do so for higher

evidentiality ratings due to politeness considerations.

Similarly, if know is epistemically stronger than the bare assertion, the presuppositionality of know

may play a role in its production. If a speaker who introduces new propositional content via know

that p presupposes the factivity of p and thereby treats it as being already shared knowledge,

it should be considered uncooperative to use know for controversial content. Due to the experi-

mental setup being one in which participants are asked to contradict their interlocutors, the content

participants are asked to communicate is controversial per se. We assume, however, that weakly

evidenced statements are more controversial than strongly evidenced statements, in terms of their

admissibility into the common ground. Furthermore, the wish to avoid uncooperative behaviour

should be more relevant in what we have termed the cooperative scenario. Thus, participants are

predicted to use know less frequently in the briefing than in the interrogation and use know for

higher evidentiality ratings in the briefing than in the interrogation.

3.1.5 Analysis

The 3-way outcome (know/believe/bare) was analysed by fitting a Bayesian categorical regression

model with varying by-item and by-participants intercepts and slopes using the R (R Core Team,

2020) package brms (Bürkner, 2018) which provides an interface to fit Bayesian mixed models using

Stan (Stan Development Team, 2017). The experimental factor scenario (briefing/interrogation),

the continuous variable evidentiality and their interaction8 were included to predict the prob-

ability of choosing believe/bare assertion over know, which makes know the reference category of

the model. The factor scenario was sum-coded: -1 for interrogation and 1 for briefing. Evid-

entiality was standardised, such that the variable was centred at zero with a standard deviation

of 1. The model included varying intercepts and slopes for participants and items, assuming that

the effect of scenario and evidentiality on the participants’ production choices varies between

participants and items.

We used weakly regularising priors, which allowed a reasonably wide range of parameter values and

penalised very extreme values. The priors for the intercepts were normal distributions with mean

0 and standard deviation 10. This means that we could be 68% certain that the by-expression

8The interaction was not part of the pre-registered analysis. In order to account for possible differences in the way
context affects the speakers’ production differently depending on the speakers’ degrees of belief we will include the
interaction in our model. For conciseness we will only discuss the output of the interaction model in the main text.
We have included the output for the main effects only model in the Appendix 7.2.
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intercepts would fall within -10 and 10 on the log-odds scale. For both fixed effects, normal priors

with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1 were used. Random effects were modelled as a

correlation matrix and a vector of standard deviations. The standard deviations were assigned

half-normal priors with a mean of 0, and a standard deviation of 1. For the correlation matrix, a

LKJ(2) prior was used such that smaller correlations are favoured over extreme values such as +/-

1 (Stan Development Team, 2017; Sorensen, Hohenstein & Vasishth, 2016). We ran a second model

with uninformative priors that yielded similar posterior distributions to the model with weakly

regularising priors; see 6.1 for the output.9

Unlike the frequentist analysis, the Bayesian analysis will not produce point estimates but instead

posterior distributions over parameters quantifying the probability of each possible parameter value

given the data. We will report the posterior mean β̂ and the 95% credible interval (95%-CrI). The

95%-CrI is the range around the posterior mean within which the true value of the parameter lies

with a probability of 0.95. We interpret the evidence as reliable if zero lies outside the parameters’

95% credible interval (Kruschke, Aguinis & Joo, 2012).10

3.1.6 Results

All participants were above 97% accurate for the control items, which suggests that they paid

attention during the experiment. Overall, the believe was used most often followed by the bare

assertion and know, see Table 1 for details.

Response counts

know 328
bare assertion 424
believe 735

Table 1: Raw counts for each formulation of the production experiment ordered from least frequent
to most frequent.

In the evaluation task, participants assessed the evidence by using the whole range of the slider: the

evidentiality ratings ranged from 0 to 100, with a mean of 74.5. The means, standard deviations

9 An anonymous reviewer pointed out that, since suspects reappeared over time, participants might have built up
beliefs about each suspect and the likelihood they actually committed a crime, and thus assigned higher evidentiality
measures as the experiment progressed. We conducted an additional statistical analysis where we extended the main
effects model by including the order in which the pieces of evidence appeared in the second part of the study as a fixed
effect. We found no evidence that participants assigned higher evidentiality ratings as the experiment progressed; see
Appendix 7.1.

10For all models in this paper, samples were drawn from the posterior distributions of the model parameters using
the NUTS sampler (Hoffman & Gelman, 2013). We ran four sampling chains, each collecting 4000 iterations and
discarding the first 1000 iterations as part of the warm-up phase leading to 12000 iterations available for analysis.
Chains mixed well (all R̂ = 1.0).
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and medians of the evidentiality measures for the scenarios briefing and interrogation were almost

identical (mean=75/74, sd=24.6/25.7, median=80/80.5 respectively) which accorded with the aims

of the experimental design. The means, standard deviations and medians of the evidentiality meas-

ures for the evidence presented in the briefing and interrogation scenarios were almost identical.

A difference in evidentiality ratings between scenarios would have introduced a confounding variable.

With regards to differences between formulations, participants used know and the bare assertion in

conjunction with evidence that they subsequently judged as convincing (mean evidentiality ratings

were 86 and 79.5 respectively), whereas they used believe for weaker evidence (mean evidentiality

rating was 66.5); see Table 2 for details.

Response Scenario mean sd median min max

know Overall 86.2 18.8 94.5 0 100
know Briefing 88.9 15.6 100 19 100
know Interrogation 84.6 20.3 91.0 0 100

bare assertion Overall 79.5 23.1 85.5 0 100
bare assertion Briefing 82.4 21.5 90.0 0 100
bare assertion Interrogation 76.9 24.2 83.0 0 100

believe Overall 66.5 26.0 70.0 0 100
believe Briefing 67.5 25.4 71.0 0 100
believe Interrogation 65.0 26.8 69.5 0 100

Table 2: Mean evidentiality ratings by formulation and scenario for the production experiment.

The categorical regression model showed that for both believe (β̂ =-1.58, CrI:[-1.96, -1.24]) and the

bare assertion (β̂ =-0.37, CrI:[-0.69, -0.04]) an increase in evidentiality corresponded to a decrease in

log-odds of production; see Table 10. This suggests that, averaging over scenarios, speakers become

increasingly likely to choose know (over believe or the bare assertion) as their certainty increases

about the content they want to communicate.

Focusing on the scenario manipulation, for average evidentiality believe (β̂ =0.65, CrI:[0.42, 0.90])

and the bare assertion (β̂ = 0.28, CrI:[0.04, 0.52]) were less likely to be chosen over know in the

interrogation and more likely to be chosen over know in the briefing scenario, and this effect is

reliable. The credible intervals of the interaction coefficients for both believe (β̂ = -0.21, CrI:[-0.50,

0.07]) and the bare assertion (β̂ = 0.02, CrI:[-0.25, 0.31]) include 0 which suggests that the interac-

tion effect is not reliable.

To place these estimates in a context, our results suggests that at a very high level of certainty

(evidentiality = 99.5, which is 1 standard deviation above the mean), speakers are predicted to
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Formulation Coefficient posterior mean Est.Error l-95% CrI u-95% CrI

believe Intercept 1.25 0.22 0.82 1.68
bare assertion Intercept 0.26 0.17 -0.09 0.58
believe Evidentiality -1.58 0.18 -1.96 -1.24
bare assertion Evidentiality -0.37 0.17 -0.69 -0.04
believe Scenario 0.65 0.12 0.42 0.90
bare assertion Scenario 0.28 0.12 0.04 0.52
believe Evidentiality ∗ Scenario -0.21 0.15 -0.50 0.07
bare assertion Evidentiality ∗ Scenario 0.02 0.14 -0.25 0.31

Table 3: Population-level estimates of the categorical regression model with interaction in log-odds
with the standard errors and 95% credible intervals. In the table the by-expression intercepts are
listed first, then the estimates for the evidentiality effect followed by the estimates for the scenario
effect and interaction coefficients. Slope coefficients whose 95% credible intervals do not include
zero and are therefore treated as reliable effects are highlighted in bold. The effect scenario is the
change in log-odds for the briefing (-1 interrogation, 1 briefing). R̂ is a convergence diagnostic which
compares the between- and within-chain estimates. Values larger than 1 suggest that the chains
have not mixed well.

choose know over believe with a probability of 0.47 in the briefing, and 0.68 in the interrogation.

Likewise, speakers are predicted to choose know over the bare assertion with a probability of 0.40

in the briefing and 0.64 in the interrogation.11

11Probability estimates are derived from the log odds estimates via the following formula: exp(x)/(1+exp(x)). The
same can be achieved with the built-in function plogis() in R.
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Figure 4: Predictions for the production data. The figure contrasts the two scenarios for each for-
mulation. Log-odds were back-transformed to probabilities (y-axis). The x-axis is the standardised
evidentiality measure: 0 stands for an evidentiality of 74.55. An increase of one standard deviation
on the standardised scale means an increase of 25 on the original scale. The lines represent the
means of the fixed effects, the faded area depicts the 95% credible interval and the darker area the
80% credible interval of the fixed effects.

We visualised the model’s predictions in Figures 4 and 5. In order to facilitate understanding

we back-transformed the response data from log-odds to probabilities for both figures. In both

figures, the x-axis represents the standardised evidentiality ratings, with zero representing average

evidentiality (corresponding to 74.55 on the original scale). The lines represent the means of the

fixed effects and the faded area depicts the 95% credible interval and the darker area the 80% cred-

ible interval of the fixed effects.

Figure 4 shows the predicted model probabilities of using a specific expression in the contrasting

scenarios. With increasing evidentiality, the probability of uttering know and the bare assertion is

predicted to increase, and the probability of uttering believe is predicted to decrease. Focusing on

the difference between scenarios, there is little difference in production for the bare assertion. In

contrast, the production of believe and know differs between scenarios to a greater extent: whereas

the production of believe is more likely in the briefing, the production of know is more likely in the

interrogation.
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Figure 5: Predictions for the production data. The figure contrasts the three production choices
with each other in the two respective scenarios. Log-odds were back-transformed to probabilities
(y-axis). The x-axis is the standardised evidentiality measure: 0 stands for an evidentiality of 74.55.
An increase of one standard deviation on the standardised scale means an increase of 25 on the
original scale. The lines represents the means of the fixed effects, the faded area depicts the 95%
credible interval and the darker area the 80% credible interval of the fixed effects.

Figure 5 illustrates the predicted model outcome in a different way than Figure 4 to emphasise

the differences between formulations – and specifically between know and the bare assertion – in

the two scenarios. In the briefing, the model predicts that the bare assertion is more likely to be

uttered over know for the whole range of evidentiality ratings, and that stronger evidence is needed

in order for speakers to choose know over the bare assertion. In the interrogation, this tendency

remains similar for low evidentiality ratings but the difference between formulations appears less

pronounced. Furthermore, Figure 5 suggests that when speakers get more confident – at mean

evidentiality ratings 74.55 and above – know is the most likely chosen option. Such a trend would

mean that the effect of scenario on the speakers’ production of know is stronger for high eviden-

tiality ratings than for average and low evidentiality ratings. However, we have to interpret this

characterisation with caution, since both interaction terms were not reliable.

In order to understand better how all three formulations are affected by the predictors evidentiality

and scenario, we compared possible effect sizes of the predictor scenario on the production of

the three formulations for different evidentiality ratings. We did so by calculating differences in
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probabilities between uttering a given formulation in the interrogation relative to the briefing for

low (1 SD below the mean), average and high evidentiality ratings (1 SD above the mean) from

the posterior draws of the interaction model. Thus, for illustration purposes, Figure 6 displays

only three reference points of the continuous evidentiality measure. We used the same method as

Sóskuthy and Roettger (2020), and an interested reader may look at our code here link for review.
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Figure 6: The density plot shows the difference in probability of selecting one of the formulations
in the interrogation relative to the briefing for low (green), average (pink) and high evidentiality
ratings (blue).

Figure 6 suggests that if there is an effect of scenario on the production of the bare assertion the

effect would be tied to high evidentiality ratings meaning that there is a tendency that the bare

assertion was more likely produced in the briefing than in the interrogation for high evidentiality
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ratings. However, all three density estimates include 0 which means that we only have weak evidence

for an effect of scenario on the bare assertion. In contrast, the production of know is more clearly

influenced by the factor scenario (whereby the effect of scenario is most pronounced for average

and high evidentiality ratings), since neither of the density estimates include 0. The figure suggests

that, by contrast to the bare assertion, the production of know is more likely in the interrogation

than in the briefing and gets increasingly likely with increasing evidentiality. The effect of scenario

on the production of believe is more pronounced for average and high evidentiality ratings, such

that the production of believe is more likely in the briefing than in the interrogation for average and

high evidentiality ratings.

3.1.7 Discussion

We found that participants tended to choose believe, bare assertion and know for successively in-

creasing evidentiality ratings, suggesting that knowledge or maximum certainty is not required when

producing the bare assertion. All in all know seems to be the epistemically strongest formulation.

The relative ordering of the formulations would agree with the context-sensitive prediction.

However, averaged over scenarios, all three formulations were chosen for a wide range of eviden-

tiality measures, suggesting that speakers are not always certain about a proposition even when

producing know.

Regarding the reliable effect of scenario, we found that believe was the most frequently produced

formulation overall but that participants produced believe more frequently in the briefing (absolute

count = 425) than in the interrogation (absolute count = 310). Furthermore, believe was produced

for higher evidentiality ratings in the briefing than in the interrogation. The differences between

scenarios for the production of believe were numerically strongest for average and high degrees of

belief, at which levels believe was numerically less likely to be produced in the interrogation than

in the briefing.

In contrast to believe, the bare assertion was used slightly more frequently in the interrogation

(absolute count = 225) than in the briefing (absolute count = 199). The difference in production

between scenarios for the bare assertion seems to suggest that participants tended to use the bare

assertion more frequently for low and average evidentiality ratings in the interrogation and par-

ticipants who were very certain about p chose the bare assertion more frequently in the briefing.

However, out of all three formulations the production of the bare assertion seems to be the least

context-sensitive formulation.

Moving to know, in the interrogation, the frequency of producing know increased considerably
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(absolute counts briefing = 123, interrogation = 205). Context tended to affect high certainties

(evidentiality ratings 1 SD above the mean) more strongly: a change from briefing to interrogation

meant an increase in probability of know being produced particularly for high certainty (above

rating 74.55). Thus, participants more frequently chose know in the interrogation than in the

briefing and with increasing evidentiality this difference tended to get larger.

3.2 Experiment 2: Comprehension

The results of experiment 1 show that speakers produce believe, the bare assertion and know for

successively higher evidentiality ratings. This raises the question of whether hearers infer the same

relative ranking. We furthermore wanted to investigate whether hearers take speakers’ commu-

nicative goals into account while forming an understanding of the speakers’ epistemic state. In

experiment 2, we test this by eliciting hearers’ assessments of speaker certainty in the scenarios

used in experiment 1 to explore whether these are based solely on the speakers’ production choice

(bare assertion vs. believe vs. know) or also on the communicative setting. The experiment and

analysis, specified below, were pre-registered; see link for review.

Participants were asked to play the role of a detective in training and to assist their colleagues in

an investigation of an art heist. As in the production task, the investigation involved a briefing

and an interrogation. The participants’ task was to evaluate their colleague’s certainty in these two

scenarios when uttering believe/know or the bare assertion, by adjusting a slider.

3.2.1 Participants

Participants (N=121) were recruited from Prolific following the approach in experiment 1. Parti-

cipants were paid £2.86 for a task that was estimated to take 20 minutes (on average the experiment

lasted 18 minutes). The age of the participants ranged from 18 to 74 years, with a mean of 38 years

(median = 38, mode = 32). 3 participants stated their preferred pronoun was they/their, 76 chose

she/her, 40 chose he/him and 2 participants preferred not to disclose a preference.

3.2.2 Design and Materials

The design and materials were used from experiment 1 and were only minimally changed to display

an utterance from a second colleague. Each participant was exposed to both scenarios, briefing

and interrogation, and the order of scenario was counterbalanced across participants. Each critical

item was presented to each participant once, either in the briefing or interrogation scenario, and

paired with one of the formulation alternatives yielding a 2×3 design (scenario × formulation). As

in the production task, we used pictures to set the scene for the briefing and interrogation: either
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participants saw pictures of a briefing room with two colleagues, or they saw an interrogation room

with a colleague and a suspect; see Figure (7) for a briefing item where the colleague utters know

and Appendix IV for full details.

Figure 7: Sample experimental item for the comprehension experiment: Briefing, know formulation,
with colleagues discussing suspect Emily Brown.

The pictures were assembled like a comic strip. In the briefing (11), Colleague1 answers an already

asked question (speech bubble in first picture), and then Colleague2 responds (speech bubble in

second picture). In the interrogation (12), the first picture depicts the suspect’s answer in the form

of a speech bubble and the second picture depicts the colleague’s statement. The formulation of

the second turn was the critical formulation which was either the bare assertion (11a) or contained

believe (11b) or know (11c).

As in experiment 1, we introduced two suspects in order to ensure that participants saw a partic-

ular item only once, in either briefing or interrogation. Thus, one participant would participate

in a briefing about Suspect1 and in an interrogation of Suspect2. This yielded 40 unique items:
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10 briefing items per suspect and 10 interrogation items per suspect, each accompanied by either

weak or strong evidence. Participants consequently saw 20 of these items – 10 briefing items and

10 interrogation items, whereby the briefing items were about different suspects, e.g. if the briefing

items were about Suspect1, the interrogation items were about Suspect2. In each scenario block, 20

filler items were used of which 10 were control items which functioned as attention checks. Within

each scenario block the order of the items was randomised.

The participants were asked to assess the speaker’s certainty by adjusting a slider ranging from 0

(not at all certain) to 100 (very certain).

(11) Briefing item:

Question: Did Emily Brown have any financial problems?

Colleague1: Financially the suspect was doing alright.

Colleague2:

a. The suspect was in need of money.

b. I believe that the suspect was in need of money.

c. I know that the suspect was in need of money.

(12) Interrogation item:

Question: Did you have any financial problems?

Suspect: Financially I was doing alright.

Colleague:

a. I know that you were in need of money.

b. I believe that you were in need of money.

c. You were in need of money.

The filler items were the same used in the production experiment where participants were asked

to engage with the suspect/colleague by choosing a formulation. Again, we included 10 attention

checks; see (10) for more details.

3.2.3 Procedure

Before the experiment, participants were asked to give informed consent to take part in a fictional

investigation of an art heist in the role of a detective in training. We then informed them about

the structure of the experiment, the comprehension task and the demographic questionnaire. We
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introduced the task with the same introduction text that was used for the production experiment;

see 3.2.3. Both scenarios were introduced by stating that one of the suspects had been arrested. The

participants were then asked either to assist two of their colleagues in the briefing, or to assist one

colleague in the interrogation of one of the suspects. Participants were informed that they would

converse with their colleagues/the suspect about different topics and that their task as a detective

in training was to observe and assess their colleagues. The experimental task was followed by the

voluntary, demographic questionnaire. The experiment lasted approximately 20 minutes.

3.2.4 Predictions

With this study we are testing the predictions of the previously discussed accounts under the as-

sumption that hearers are rational. More specifically, we investigate whether hearers consider the

speakers’ degrees of belief and the context (briefing/interrogation) they are in when interpreting

utterances. We base our predictions for assessed speaker certainty on the results that were obtained

in Experiment 1 whereby hearers are predicted to assign speaker certainties for the three formula-

tions in the following relative order: believe < bare assertion < know.

Taking the speakers’ communicative goals into account, we will formulate the following predictions

based on the assumption that hearers are aware of these goals. For the bare assertion formulation,

if speakers produce the bare assertion for epistemic states weaker than knowledge/strong belief

(weak belief norm of assertion) and produce the bare assertion at different rates depending

on context (context-sensitive prediction), hearers are expected to interpret the bare assertion

to cover a wider range of speaker certainty values than the other two expressions.

For the use of believe, we consider comprehension in cooperative versus uncooperative scenarios and

assume that speakers conform to politeness norms via hedging to aid the negotiation of content:

in cooperative scenarios, speakers may hedge their statements using believe in order to signal their

willingness to discuss their conveyed content further as well as their consideration for the beliefs

of the other interlocutors. Assuming hearers are aware of the speakers’ strategies, participants are

predicted to infer higher speaker certainty values for believe in the briefing than in the interrogation.

For the use of know, we likewise consider its usage in cooperative versus uncooperative scenarios. In

cooperative scenarios, speakers should avoid presupposing potentially controversial information and

therefore should instead assert rather than risk creating a situation in which the hearer must ac-

commodate potentially controversial content. Such a behaviour may only be relevant in cooperative

situations in which interlocutors work together towards a shared communicative goal. Assuming

that speakers in turn use know more readily – for lower degrees of belief and more frequently –
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in the interrogation and hearers are aware of this behaviour, participants are predicted to assign

higher certainty values to speakers uttering know in the briefing than in the interrogation.

3.2.5 Analysis

The data was analysed by fitting a Bayesian beta regression model with maximal random effects

structure. We had preregistered both a linear and a beta model. We decided to proceed with the

beta model because (i) the dependent variable was heavily skewed and the linear model’s predictions

were less accurate than those of the beta model, and (ii) we didn’t want the model predictions to

exceed 0 and 100 (0 and 1 on the probability scale). In order to use a beta regression we transformed

the gathered data so that it fits on the open standard unit interval (0, 1) following Smithson and

Verkuilen (2006). Here, S certainty is the dependent variable speaker certainty and n is the number

of observations (here 2420).12

[(S certainty/100) ∗ (n− 1) + 1/2]/n

The experimental factor scenario (briefing/interrogation), formulation (believe/know/bare as-

sertion) and their interaction, were included to predict the assessed speaker certainty.13 The factor

scenario was sum-coded: -1 for interrogation and 1 for briefing. For the factor formulation the

following sum coding was used:

Formulation I Formulation II

believe 1 0

assertion 0 1

know -1 -1

Table 4: Sum coding for the predictor formulation

The model included varying intercepts and slopes for participants and items, assuming that the

effect of scenario and formulation on the participants’ assessment of speaker certainty varies

between participants and items.

Again, we used weakly regularising priors to allow for a reasonably wide range of parameter values

while penalising very extreme values. The priors for the by-expression intercepts were normal

distributions with mean 0 and standard deviation 10. For both fixed effects, we used normal priors

12We decided to perform a transformation rather than changing the scale in the experiment to be as close as possible
to the way we collected evidentiality measures which was adjusting a slider from values 0 to 100.

13This deviates from the pre-registered model which included only main effects. For brevity of this paper we will
only discuss the interaction model. See Appendix 7.4 for the main effects model output.
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with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1. Random effects were modelled as a correlation

matrix and a vector of standard deviations. The standard deviations were assigned half-normal

priors with a mean of 0, and a standard deviation of 1. For the correlation matrix, a LKJ(2)

prior was used. We ran a second model with uninformative priors that yielded similar posterior

distributions as the model with weakly regularising priors, see 6.2 for the output.14

3.2.6 Results

Overall, participants assessed speaker confidence by using the whole range of the slider. Here, we

are looking at the data before being transformed. The speaker confidence ratings ranged from 0

to 100, with a mean of 69.7. The confidence ratings again were similar between the briefing and

interrogation, suggesting that the pieces of evidence were not perceived to vary in their evidential

strength between scenarios (mean=0.69/0.7, sd=0.25/0.24, median=0.75/0.75 respectively).

Response Scenario mean sd median min max

know Overall 80.3 21.7 86 0 100
know Briefing 79.8 22.2 86 0 100
know Interrogation 80.7 21.2 86 0 100

bare assertion Overall 72.9 22.3 77 0 100
bare assertion Briefing 72.0 22.8 77 0 100
bare assertion Interrogation 73.8 21.7 77 0 100

believe Overall 56.0 21.8 57 0 100
believe Briefing 54.2 21.5 55 0 100
believe Interrogation 57.8 22.1 60 0 100

Table 5: Mean speaker confidence ratings by formulation

Regarding the impact of a speaker’s formulation on the assigned confidence ratings, on average

participants assigned the highest confidence to a speaker uttering know (80.3), followed by the bare

assertion (72.9), and then believe (56.0); see Table 5 for details.

14See footnote 9.
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Figure 8: By-expression speaker confidence ratings for each scenario (briefing in blue, interrogation
in red). The figure shows the median of assigned quantities (line) and the upper quartile and lower
quartile (box). Whiskers extend to the smallest/largest value within 1.5 times the interquartile
range. Dots represent extreme values.

Regarding the impact of scenario on confidence ratings, we see only a small difference between

the scenarios. While a speaker uttering believe received numerically higher confidence ratings in

the interrogation than in the briefing – going against our predictions – median confidence ratings

for speakers uttering know and the bare assertion are similar across scenarios; see Figure 8.

The observations about the confidence ratings are supported by the outcome of the analysis, but

not the scenario-specific variation. Averaged over scenarios, participants assigned certainty values

below average (grand mean = 0.74 on the original scale) when assessing a speaker uttering believe

(β̂ =-0.83, CrI:[-0.98, -0.68]) and slightly above average when assessing a speaker uttering the bare

assertion (β̂ =0.16, CrI:[0.05, 0.27]), see Table 6. Participants assigned the highest certainty values

to a speaker uttering know (on average 0.67 above the grand mean/intercept on the log-odds scale).

The results suggest that there is no evidence for an interaction of believe (β̂ = -0.03, CrI:[-0.09,

0.04]) or the bare assertion (β̂ = -0.00, CrI:[-0.07, 0.06]) and scenario in predicting speaker certainty.
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Coefficient posterior mean Standard Error l-95% CrI u-95% CrI

Intercept (grand mean) 1.06 0.09 0.87 1.24

believe -0.83 0.08 -0.98 -0.68

bare assertion 0.16 0.06 0.05 0.27

Scenario1 -0.07 0.04 -0.16 0.01

believe ∗ Scenario1 -0.03 0.03 -0.09 0.04

bare assertion ∗ Scenario1 -0.00 0.03 -0.07 0.06

Table 6: Population-level estimates of the Bayesian beta regression model on the log-odds scale with
95% credible intervals. The intercept is the grand mean and translates to 0.74 on the original scale.
The categorical predictor formulation was sum-coded, see (4). The coefficient for believe: (-0.83)
is the difference between intercept and believe, the coefficient for the bare assertion (0.16) is the
difference between intercept and the bare assertion. The difference between the intercept and know
can be calculated based on the coding for know, i.e. believe/bare assertion = -1: −0.83 ∗ (−1) +
0.16 ∗ (−1) = 0.67. The effect scenario is the change in log-odds for the briefing (-1 interrogation,
1 briefing). Slope coefficients whose 95% credible intervals do not include zero and are therefore
treated as reliable effects are highlighted in bold.
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Figure 9: Predictions for the comprehension data. Log-odds were back-transformed to speaker
certainty (y-axis). This figure shows the assigned speaker certainties by formulation and scenario
(briefing in blue, interrogation in red) with error bars representing the 95% credible intervals.

We used the same method as in section 3.1.6 to illustrate how ratings vary across scenario and
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formulation. Figure 10 shows the differences in assessed speaker confidence between the three

formulations in the interrogation relative to the briefing. Given our model and our data we do not

have evidence that there is an effect of scenario on the comprehension of either know or the bare

assertion. There is only a weak tendency for believe such that participants would assign higher

confidence ratings to a speaker uttering believe in the interrogation than in the briefing.
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Figure 10: The histogram shows the differences in the assessment of speaker confidence in the
interrogation relative to the briefing for believe (orange), bare assertion (green) and know (violet).

3.2.7 Discussion

In keeping with Experiment 1, Experiment 2 shows that participants assigned confidence ratings in

same relative order: believe < bare assertion < know. Overall, there was no clear influence of the

scenario manipulation on the confidence ratings. The most distinct difference was found for believe:

participants would assign marginally lower certainties to speakers uttering believe in the briefing

than in the interrogation which is at odds with our predictions. We cannot exclude the possibility

that there were no differences in assigned confidence ratings.

Turning to the production of know, we could only find a marginal difference between scenarios

but this effect runs in the opposite direction to that predicted: participants assigned marginally

higher certainty values to a speaker uttering know in the interrogation than in the briefing. This
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would mean that the participants/hearers of experiment 2 misunderstood the participants/speakers

of experiment 1: Participants/hearers assigned higher speaker confidence values than the speakers’

actual degrees of belief. However, we cannot be confident in the reliability of this effect, since the

coefficient lies between -0.16 and 0.01 with 95% probability, a range which includes 0.

4 General Discussion

4.1 Which is the strongest formulation?

Our production and comprehension results suggest that know is epistemically the most powerful

formulation. More specifically, speakers use know, the bare assertion and believe for content with

successively lower evidentiality scores, and hearers likewise infer greater speaker confidence from

the use of know than from the bare assertion, which in turn is associated with more confidence

than the use of believe. Thus, one could interpret these results as evidence for an account similar to

Mandelkern and Dorst (2022), according to which believe and know are associated with epistemic

states such as weak belief and strong belief/knowledge respectively, and while the norm of assertion

is typically weak belief these standards may shift depending on the requirements of the context.

Indeed, the bare assertion was on average chosen for lower evidentiality ratings in the interroga-

tion than in the briefing, suggesting that the context may be associated with different epistemic

standards. We did not, however, find that the bare assertion was produced for a wider range of

evidentiality ratings or inferred to convey a wider range of speaker certainty values than the other

two formulations. One possibility is that this pattern is due to the setting of the experiment, which

did not test contextual variation in form of varying epistemic standards discussed by Mandelkern

and Dorst (2022). Hence, there might be greater variation in the production and comprehension

of the bare assertion than could be revealed by our experimental set up. Furthermore, Mandelkern

and Dorst (2022)’s account does not discuss any possible context effects that may influence the

production and comprehension of believe and know which were tested in this study.

Overall, speakers who want to express some uncertainty about propositional content being true do

so by producing believe. By doing so speakers may signal that they find this content should not be

accepted to the common ground without further negotiation. In contrast, when wanting to express

maximal certainty, speakers most frequently produce know. Proposing propositional content to be

added to the common ground via the bare assertion may be an epistemically stronger proposal than

using believe but a weaker one than using know. Hearers were found to infer the same relative

ordering which could suggest that the epistemic strength with which speakers proposed content

translated to the hearers. However, the way in which hearers would actually react towards these

different formulations – i.e. whether p of believe p would be more frequently negotiated further
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than if it was asserted, and so on – remains to be investigated.

4.2 Communicative goals

While epistemicity plays an essential role in the speakers’ production choices, formulations may

more or less suit the speakers’ communicative goals. Our results suggest that speakers seem to

utter believe differently depending on the scenario they are in. More specifically, speakers produced

believe at numerically higher rates and higher evidentiality ratings in the briefing than in the inter-

rogation. This suggests that speakers indeed use believe as a hedging device in cooperative settings.

As was claimed previously, hedging may aid communication in cooperative situations such as the

briefing in which interlocutors have different opinions but want to reach a shared common ground.

Hedging may be used by speakers to signal their willingness to discuss their conveyed content fur-

ther as well as their consideration for the beliefs of the other interlocutors.

While know was found to convey the highest degrees of belief and therefore may be described as

the most powerful formulation, our results similarly suggests that speakers do not always choose to

express their beliefs via know even if they are highly certain. More specifically, our results suggest

that speakers produce know for lower degrees of belief in the interrogation than in the briefing

such that speakers uttered know more readily – for lower degrees of belief and more frequently – in

the interrogation. However, we acknowledge that these results are partly based on a weak interac-

tion effect and warrant further investigation. Overall, it seems that presupposing factivity of new

content can indeed be understood as an uncooperative discourse move which should be avoided in

cooperative settings.

Although speakers adjust their production choices to the scenario they are in, we did not find

evidence that hearers recover the basis for these production choices. The relevant coefficient for

scenario lies between -0.16 and 0.01 with 95% probability, a range which includes 0. This can either

mean that hearers do not distinguish between scenarios when assessing speaker confidence or that

hearers assign higher speaker confidence in the interrogation opposed to the briefing. With regard

to hedging, the first outcome would be at odds with findings that suggest that hearers are aware

of hedging (e.g. Bonnefon & Villejoubert, 2006; Hosman, 1989). The second outcome would be

at odds with our predictions that due to politeness constraints in the briefing speakers would use

believe for higher evidentiality measures and hearers should be aware of this. With regards to the

factivity of know, the first outcome may mean that, whereas know may be used more cautiously

by speakers in cooperative settings, hearers infer that a speaker producing know must have a good

reason to doing so, and therefore, assign high certainties across the board. However, it is less clear

why hearers would infer higher certainties in the interrogation than in the briefing. One reason may
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be that in the interrogation interrogators are interested in projecting higher confidence in front of

the suspect which can feed into the perceived ratings of certainty.15

The fact that we did not find an effect of scenario in the predicted direction in the comprehension

experiment may alternatively be due to our experimental design in which we investigated compre-

hension from a bystander point of view. In the production experiment, participants took over the

role of the speaker who was talking to either a colleague or a suspect, whereas participants in the

comprehension experiment were merely judging the speech of a second speaker who they did not

directly interact with. Being a bystander might make it less relevant to reason about the speakers’

strategic motivation than being the addressee. For example, a suspect in an investigation would

be much more vigilant about what the interrogator is saying. Note that we chose the bystander

point of view because we wanted to stick to the within-subject design of the production study. It

would have been problematic to ask participants to take over the role of a suspect and pretend

to be another person that might or might not have been involved in a criminal case. Participants

might have not only end up reasoning about what the interrogator knows but also about their own

confidence about what happened in the case. Additionally, we did not have a coherent cover story

that would have made it plausible to ask the same participant to take over the role of a detective

and a suspect in the same experiment.

4.3 A revised account

A speaker and hearer model that captures the production of believe, know and the bare assertion

should aim to combine epistemic considerations and possible strategic usages for at least believe

and possibly know that are not available for the bare assertion to the same extent. In the following

we will sketch out a rough model for future investigations which has yet to be tested.

In order to capture the usage of the bare assertion, Mandelkern and Dorst (2022) proposed the

beginnings of an account of epistemic posturing:

Epistemic posturing: In performing the speech act of asserting p, act as if you are absolutely

certain of p.

Epistemic posturing only applies to a single speech act, such that there is no need to maintain

the pretence of absolute certainty before or after the assertion. In this way the authors capture

instances in which a speaker felicitously proclaims that they do not know that p but have either

15We thank an anonymous reviewer for this point.
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previously or subsequently asserted p, such as in (13).16

(13) a. Speaker1: What will John bring?

b. Speaker2: I just don’t know.

c. Speaker1: Well, fine, but what do you think?

d. Speaker2: Hm, ok, let’s see. He’ll get Indian. That’s his favourite, after all.

e. Speaker1: ?? How do you know he’ll get Indian?

Example (13) similarly illustrates how the standards of assertion may be negotiated before and

after acting in accordance with epistemic posturing. Here, the subsequent question ‘How do you

know?’ is not appropriate, since it was previously established that Speaker2 does not know what

John will bring. Example (14) illustrates this further. Here, the question ‘Do you think that?’ in

(14b) feels redundant, because the norms of assertion according to Mandelkern and Dorst (2022)

already require Speaker1 to believe what they say. In contrast, the question ‘Do you know that?’,

is argued to be an effective way to negotiate the standards for assertion in this context.

(14) Speaker1: John will bring Indian.

a. Speaker2: Do you know that?/ Are you sure?

b. Speaker2: ?? Do you think that?

The reason for why epistemic posturing is useful for communication is that it generally seems more

informative for interlocutors to make a best guess than not to say anything at all in order to narrow

down the space of alternatives. Thus, by forming their best guess, speakers are attempting to trade

off optimally between informativity and accuracy. How this optimisation is performed, Mandelkern

and Dorst (2022) argue, varies with the speakers’ level of epistemic risk aversion and the demands

of the context. A reason for why the bare assertion was used for on average lower evidentiality rat-

ings in the interrogation than in the briefing may be due to a context-shift such that, for example,

accuracy may have been less crucial than informativity in the interrogation. However, this line of

reasoning remains speculative at this point.

Although epistemic posturing may account for the production of the bare assertion, it does not

necessarily explain circumstances under which speakers would utter believe or know instead. To

phrase it differently, it is not clear why speakers should ever utter believe or know if the bare as-

sertion can be produced to convey a wide range of epistemic states. The first reason why speakers

might produce believe and know over the bare assertion would be an epistemic one: the speaker

16This example may also serves as argument against Unger (1975)’s argument in support of the Knowledge Norm
of Assertion.
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may want to make explicit their epistemic state with regards to propositional content in order to

signal how other interlocutors should treat that content. The second reason may relate to the co-

operativity, or uncooperativity, of the communicative setting.

More specifically, based on our findings, speakers who want to explicitly communicate relatively

low degrees of belief do so by producing believe that p instead of the bare assertion and in that way

signal that p should not readily be accepted to the common ground and could instead be discussed

further in the subsequent discourse. However, based on our findings, believe that p may similarly be

used when speakers are fairly certain about p. Thus, a model capturing the production of all three

formulations should account for the production of believe as a hedging device to come across as po-

lite or, following more egocentric motives, to reduce accountability. In cooperative communication,

such behaviour may be advantageous, since speakers may signal that they are willing to discuss

content further and that they are open to other suggestions as to how they can reach their joint

communicative goal. Therefore, in cooperative settings, informativity and accuracy may also be

traded off with politeness, which signals willingness to cooperate or other more egocentric motives

such as reducing accountability.

Our findings showed that speakers who want to communicate an epistemic state close to maximal

certainty do so by producing know that p. However, in contrast to the bare assertion which can

also be used to express maximal certainty, know that p was used slightly differently. Our results

tentatively suggest that know was used more readily (for lower certainties and more frequently)

in the uncooperative scenario. This may be interpreted as weak evidence for the claim that the

production of know signals that p should already be part of the common ground. Hence, producing

know that p when p is controversial may come across as uncooperative which is a disadvantage in a

setting in which interlocutors aim to reach a joint communicative goal. Again, we acknowledge that

this part of our results is weak and emphasise that more research is needed to test the predictions

of this account further.

5 Conclusion

In this study, we tested the production and comprehension of the formulations believe/bare asser-

tion/know in two contrasting scenarios. We found that know is an epistemically stronger formulation

than the bare assertion. More specifically, speakers choose between these three formulations based

on their epistemic state, and likewise, hearers infer the speakers’ confidence based on their formu-

lations. Regarding the formulations’ conveyed degrees of belief, our findings suggest the following

ranking: believe<bare assertion<know. While this implies that the norm of assertion is one of weak
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belief whose standards may shift according to context, our findings also suggest that speakers may

sometimes want to explicitly communicate their epistemic states via the production of believe and

know. Furthermore, our findings shed more light on speakers’ communicative goals when produ-

cing believe and know. Our findings are compatible with a view on which believe is used to hedge

the assertive strength of statements in cooperative settings. We also found weak evidence for the

claim that the production of know may sometimes be too powerful. More concretely, while know

is epistemically the most powerful expression, its production may be dispreferred in a cooperative

negotiation of controversial content. Whereas speakers and hearers agree on the relative epistemic

ordering of the formulations, hearers do not appear consistently to take account of the speakers’

communicative goals. As mentioned in the discussion, this may be due to the experimental design

of the comprehension study where participants were in a bystander role, unlike the participants

in the production experiment who were meant to be playing a more active role in the simulated

interactions. Based on our findings we proposed a revised speaker-hearer account which aims to cap-

ture the production and comprehension of believe/bare assertion/know based on the formulations’

conveyed degrees of belief, and the speakers’ communicative goals.
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6 Appendix I

6.1 Production Experiment: model output with uninformative priors

• by-expression intercepts: studentt(3, 0, 2.5)

• fixed effects: flat prior

• standard deviations: studentt(3, 0, 2.5)

• correlation matrix: LKJ(1)

Utterance Coefficient posterior mean Est.Error l-95% CrI u-95% CrI R̂

believe Intercept 1.20 0.22 0.77 1.62 1.00
bare assertion Intercept 0.27 0.16 -0.06 0.59 1.00
believe Evidentiality -1.57 0.18 -1.94 -1.24 1.00
bare assertion Evidentiality -0.40 0.17 -0.72 -0.07 1.00
believe Scenario 0.60 0.11 0.39 0.82 1.00
bare assertion Scenario 0.28 0.11 0.06 0.50 1.00

Table 7: Population-level estimates of the categorical regression model in log-odds with the standard
errors and 95% credible intervals. In the table the by-expression intercepts are listed first, then the
estimates for the evidentiality effect followed by the estimates for the scenario effect. The effect
scenario is the change in log-odds for the briefing (-1 interrogation, 1 briefing). R̂ is a convergence
diagnostic which compares the between- and within-chain estimates. Values larger than 1 suggest
that the chains have not mixed well.

6.2 Comprehension Experiment: model output with uninformative priors

• intercept: studentt(3, 0, 2.5)

• fixed effects: flat prior

• standard deviations: studentt(3, 0, 2.5)

• correlation matrix: LKJ(1)
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Coefficient posterior mean Standard Error l-95% CrI u-95% CrI R̂

Intercept (grand mean) 1.06 0.10 0.87 1.24 1.00
Utterance I -0.83 0.08 -0.99 -0.68 1.00
Utterance II 0.17 0.06 0.06 0.28 1.00
Scenario1 -0.07 0.04 -0.16 0.01 1.00

Table 8: Population-level estimates of the Bayesian beta regression model on the log-odds scale with
95% credible intervals. The categorical predictor formulation was sum-coded. The effect scenario
is the change in log-odds for the briefing (-1 interrogation, 1 briefing).

7 Appendix II

7.1 Production Experiment: model output with order effect

Utterance Coefficient posterior mean Est.Error l-95% CrI u-95% CrI R̂

believe Intercept 1.18 0.26 0.68 1.70 1.00

bare assertion Intercept 0.30 0.23 -0.15 0.73 1.00

believe Evidentiality -1.51 0.17 -1.86 -1.19 1.00

bare assertion Evidentiality -0.36 0.16 -0.67 -0.04 1.00

believe Scenario 0.59 0.11 0.39 0.80 1.00

bare assertion Scenario 0.27 0.11 0.06 0.49 1.00

believe Order 0.00 0.03 -0.05 0.06 1.00

bare assertion Order -0.01 0.03 -0.06 0.05 1.00

Table 9: Population-level estimates of the categorical regression model in log-odds with the standard
errors and 95% credible intervals. In the table the by-expression intercepts are listed first, then the
estimates for the evidentiality effect followed by the estimates for the scenario effect. The effect
scenario is the change in log-odds for the briefing (-1 interrogation, 1 briefing). R̂ is a convergence
diagnostic which compares the between- and within-chain estimates. Values larger than 1 suggest
that the chains have not mixed well.

7.2 Production Experiment: model without interaction
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Formulation Coefficient posterior mean Est.Error l-95% CrI u-95% CrI R̂

believe Intercept 1.18 0.21 0.77 1.60 1.00
bare assertion Intercept 0.26 0.16 -0.07 0.57 1.00
believe Evidentiality -1.51 0.17 -1.85 -1.19 1.00
bare assertion Evidentiality -0.36 0.16 -0.67 -0.04 1.00
believe Scenario 0.59 0.11 0.39 0.81 1.00
bare assertion Scenario 0.27 0.11 0.05 0.48 1.00

Table 10: Population-level estimates of the categorical regression model in log-odds with the stand-
ard errors and 95% credible intervals. In the table the by-expression intercepts are listed first, then
the estimates for the evidentiality effect followed by the estimates for the scenario effect. The effect
scenario is the change in log-odds for the briefing (-1 interrogation, 1 briefing). Slope coefficients
whose 95% confidence intervals do not include zero and are therefore treated as reliable effects are
highlighted in bold. R̂ is a convergence diagnostic which compares the between- and within-chain
estimates. Values larger than 1 suggest that the chains have not mixed well.

7.3 Comprehension Experiment: model output with order effect

Coefficient posterior mean Standard Error l-95% CrI u-95% CrI R̂

Intercept (grand mean) 1.07 0.10 0.86 1.27 1.00

Utterance I -0.83 0.08 -0.98 -0.68 1.00

Utterance II 0.16 0.06 0.05 0.28 1.00

Scenario1 -0.07 0.04 -0.16 0.01 1.00

Order -0.00 0.01 -0.02 0.01 1.00

Table 11: Population-level estimates of the Bayesian beta regression model on the log-odds scale
with 95% credible intervals. The categorical predictor formulation was sum-coded, see (4).
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7.4 Comprehension Experiment: model without interaction

Coefficient posterior mean Standard Error l-95% CrI u-95% CrI R̂

Intercept (grand mean) 1.05 0.09 0.86 1.24 1.00

Utterance I -0.82 0.08 -0.97 -0.68 1.00

Utterance II 0.16 0.06 0.05 0.28 1.00

Scenario1 -0.07 0.04 -0.16 0.01 1.00

Table 12: Population-level estimates of the Bayesian beta regression model on the log-odds scale
with 95% credible intervals. The intercept is the grand mean and translates to 0.74 on the original
scale. The categorical predictor formulation was sum-coded, see (4). The coefficient for Utterance
I (-0.82) is the difference between intercept and believe, the coefficient for Utterance II (0.16)
is the difference between intercept and the bare assertion. The difference between the intercept
and know can be calculated based on the coding for know, i.e. UtteranceI/UtteranceII = -1:
−0.82 ∗ (−1) + 0.16 ∗ (−1) = 0.66. The effect scenario is the change in log-odds for the briefing (-1
interrogation, 1 briefing).
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8 Appendix III

8.1 Production Experiment: sample experimental items

Figure 11: Experimental item: Briefing (suspect Emily Brown, weak evidence).
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Figure 12: Experimental item: Briefing (suspect Emily Brown, strong evidence).
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Figure 13: Experimental item: Interrogation (suspect Emily Brown, weak evidence).
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Figure 14: Experimental item: Interrogation (suspect Emily Brown, strong evidence).
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9 Appendix IV

9.1 Comprehension Experiment: sample experimental items

Figure 15: Experimental item: Briefing (suspect Emily Brown/‘know’).
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Figure 16: Experimental item: Interrogation (suspect Emily Brown/‘believe’).
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Figure 17: Experimental item: Interrogation (suspect Johanna Smith/‘know’).

9.2 Comprehension Experiment: sample control items

Figure 18: Control item/attention check: Briefing
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Figure 19: Control item/attention check: Interrogation
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